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MESSAGE FROM THE EDITOR
The African Young Generation in Nuclear (AYGN) Communication Committee is glad to release the
FIRST ever issue of AfriNuke Bulletin. The contribution and dedication of leadership, members and
stakeholders is going to help the bulletin in stepwise manner for achieving new milestone. The
triannual bulletin aims to provide a perfect platform to highlight the activities of AYGN whilst also
capturing some events in the nuclear industry.
I wish to extend a sincere appreciation to my team for their support to make this bulletin stand
out. The AYGN Communication Team welcomes the comments and suggestions to improve the
quality of bulletin.
As we start a new year, we thought it would be best to first reflect a bit on AYGN 2018 activities.
The International Youth Nuclear Congress (IYNC) 2018 took place in Bariloche, Argentina in March
last year. The AYGN attended the event in numbers and the streets of Bariloche were undeniably
painted red. Read the full story on page 04.

Editor: Princess Mthombeni

I am proud to say that, as a young network, there’s a lot we achieved in the past year, starting by
the “ATOMEXPO Award”. See page 05.
AYGN organized the Conference on Enhancing Nuclear Safety, Security and Safeguards in SADC
Countries which took place in Lusaka, Zambia on the 29th – 31st August 2018. The conference was
hosted by Radiation Protection Authority (RPA) - Ministry of Health Nuclear Energy Programme
Implementing Organization (NEPIO) - Ministry of Higher Education. See page 06.
AYGN undertook a corporate rebranding project as way to revolutionize itself. The internationally
affiliated network of young people saw an opportunity to evolve its brand as a sign of “boldness
and progression”. Read more about this on page 07.

“we saw an opportunity
to evolve our brand as
a sign of boldness and
progression”

Competition is always great! Many of us love winning and especially if prizes include travelling
internationally. Last year, AYGN partnered with Rosatom for the Youth Video Competition. See
details about this on page 08. IYNC also partnered with AYGN for the “I4N-AYGN” Competition.
See page 09.
As mentioned on this page before, we welcome your inputs and stories. This bulletin is by AYGN
members for AYGN members and stakeholders so, get cracking and send those brag stories.
I wish everyone a pleasant and productive year ahead. Forward with the spirit of togetherness!!

Editorial Team:
Chief Editor: Princess Mthombeni
Contributors:
Gaopalelwe Santswere, Abdul-Karim Barrie, Everlyne Achieng &
Raphael Chesori
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MESSAGE FROM THE PRESIDENT
Let me take this opportunity to submit my sincere gratitude to everyone who attended the
International Youth Nuclear Congress (IYNC) 2018 in March at Bariloche, Argentina. The African
continent was well represented and we made valuable contributions during the sessions which
gives me an honour to say, we left our mark. The next congress will be held in Sydney, Australia
from 08th – 13th March 2020, so I would like to encourage everyone to respond positively to the
invitation and ensure AYGN attendance is again significant. Opportunities for funding will be
available in due course so, let’s be first to seize them.
Please allow me to boast just for a second. AYGN is an award winning organization ALREADY,
despite its being an infant in the Nuclear Industry. This happened during 10th annual
International Forum ATOMEXPO in the Olympic city of Sochi, Russia last year. The awards were
aimed at celebrating excellence in the global nuclear industry, and in particular they celebrated
companies which significantly contributed to the development of peaceful nuclear technologies
for the benefit of mankind. The public communications nomination saw the AYGN being
shortlisted as one of the finalists. AYGN received a special diploma for the exceptional work we
have been doing in not only informing the African public about nuclear, but also in creating
opportunities for young Africans to excel in the industry. To be a part of these prestige awards
was a humbling moment for me as the AYGN President. We highly value that a respected
international community such as this has put great emphasis on allowing young people from the
African continent to flourish, thrive and receive recognition. I have no doubt that we will live up
to the expectations as award winners.
One of the highlights of 2018 was the Conference on Enhancing Nuclear Safety, Security and
Safeguards in SADC Countries which took place in Lusaka, Zambia on the 29th – 31st August 2018.
The event was hosted by AYGN in collaboration with Radiation Protection Authority (RPA) Ministry of Health Nuclear Energy Programme Implementing Organization (NEPIO) - Ministry of
Higher Education. To this date, words still fail me as I don’t know where to begin with my
gratitude when so many people form part of an outstanding success. Well done to Zambian
Young Generation in Nuclear for ensuring the success of this conference and for launching their
chapter with dignity and poise. Let’s see to it that a company registration occurs this year.
Another appreciation goes to many other YGNs across the continent for strengthening the
development of AYGN further. I hope to see more of such events in the near future. In fact, I am
certain they will happen.
In October 2018, through the Republic of South African (SA) Parliament, I had an opportunity to
present the comments on the draft International Resource Plan (IRP) 2018, on behalf of the
South African Young Nuclear Professionals Society (SAYNPS). The final IRP will be out this year
and we are yet to know if SA nuclear industry didn’t become a victim of political squanders as
being consistent over the years. But we remain positive as young professionals in the industry
that nuclear is the best technology which is needed to develop mother Africa economically,
socially and politically.
I would like to acknowledge the Government of Kenya, Zambia, South Africa, etc. including their
State-Owned Entities together with Rosatom, ISTC, etc for their continued support and
participation. We wouldn’t be where were are as a young network without their selfless
contribution.
I wish you all a prosperous 2019. Let’s take AYGN to the next level. TOGETHER WE CAN!
Mr Gaopalelwe Santswere
President
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President: Gaopalelwe Santswere
Pr.Nat.Sci

“AYGN received a
special diploma for the
exceptional work we
have been doing”
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INTERNATIONAL YOUTH NUCLEAR CONGRESS
2018

AYGN members had the pleasure of attending the International Youth Nuclear Congress
(IYNC) on 11th – 17th March 2018 at Panamericano Hotel in San Carlos Bariloche, Argentina.
The conference provided a forum for young professionals and women in the nuclear field to
discuss and collaborate on knowledge transfer, nuclear science and technology research and
implementation, professional development, and communication. In particular, the congress
brought together young professionals that are looking to further their careers and senior
leaders willing to share their knowledge and expertise with younger generations.
AYGN’s participation was ranked among the best because of the large number of delegation
that delivered presentations in various technical fields while others were key players in
managing and co-managed some the technical tracks.
The secretary general of the African Young Generation in Nuclear (AYGN) presented the
continental report where he outlined all activities and workshops conducted since the launch
of AYGN in Nairobi, Kenya, March 2017. The report also highlighted the plans to position the
AYGN as a global and influential player in the continental and international nuclear space.
Part of the congress included technical tours to different places such as; Bariloche Atomic
Centre, Atucha Nuclear Power Plant and INVAP.

AYGN members posing for a photo
during INVAP visit

Australia won the bid to host the IYNC2020. Be on the lookout for the invitation and apply in
numbers.

IYNC 2020 will take
place from 08th – 13th
March 2020 Sydney,
Australlia

AYGN delegates posing for a photo as they received a book on nuclear stakeholder
engagement dedicated to the network by Sherrifah Noor
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AYGN’S VICTORY AT ATOMEXPO AWARDS IN RUSSIA
CONGRATUALTIONS to a job well done! African Young Generation in Nuclear (AYGN) was
awarded a special diploma for the exceptional work they have been doing not only on
informing the African public about nuclear, but also in creating opportunities for young Africans
to excel in the industry. The awards were held during the 10th annual International Forum
ATOMEXPO in the Olympic city of Sochi, Russia on 14th May 2018.
These awards were aimed at celebrating excellence in the global nuclear industry, and in
particular, they celebrated companies which significantly contributed to the development of
peaceful nuclear technologies for the benefit of mankind.
President of the AYGN, Gaopalelwe Santswere expressed his appreciation and gratitude to the
organizers of ATOMEXPO 2018 for recognizing the efforts of AYGN in public advocacy across
the continent.
“I am truly humbled and honoured as a young African and the AYGN President to be part of
these prestige awards. We highly value that a respected international community as this has
put such a great emphasis on allowing young people from around the world to flourish, thrive
and receive recognition.”
Mr. Santswere urged the global nuclear community to continue its support of AYGN and other
youth organizations.

AYGN President (Gaopalelwe Santwere), Head of the World Nuclear University (Dr
Patricia Wieland) & AYGN Secretary General (Raphael Chesori) posing with awards
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“They celebrated companies
which significantly
contributed to the
development of peaceful
nuclear technologies”
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AYGN SUCCESSFULLY HOSTED A CONFERENCE IN ZAMBIA
African YGN marked yet another successful event at the Mulungushi Conference Center in Lusaka, Zambia from 29-31st August 2018. The
conference on Enhancing Africa’s capacity on Nuclear Safety, Security and Safeguards in SADC countries saw participation of over 100
participants from various African countries such as; Kenya, Tanzania, South Africa, Malawi, Democratic Republic of Congo (DRC), Ghana
and of course the host country, Zambia, mostly the decision makers from relevant authorities.
The event was a collaborative activity under the project MC. 5.01/15B: Support to Southern African States in Nuclear Safety and
Safeguards, funded by the European Union through International Science and Technology Center (ISTC). Zambian government played
the perfect hosts as well as the implementers of the project through its Radiation Protection Authority and the Nuclear Programme
Implementing Organization (NEPIO) with close support from South African National Nuclear Regulatory body as project implementing
partners.
On the second day of the conference, 30th August 2018, during a Gala Dinner, delegates witnessed a successful launch of Zambian Young
Generation in Nuclear.
To wrap-up the 3-day event, AYGN had its inaugural “Nuclear Fun Walk” involving more than 100 learners from schools in the surrounding
areas. The main aim was to create more awareness amongst the public about the benefits of nuclear technology. Conference delegates
also had an opportunity to visit the Zambia Cancer Disease Hospital to see the state- of-the art facility that has brought hope to many
patients in Zambia and the SADC region.
Secretary to Cabinet Dr Roland Msiska thanked AYGN for choosing Zambia to host the conference and declared the government’s full
support for the formation of the Zambian Young Generation in Nuclear chapter.

GROUP Photo: Conference Delegates
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Participants enjoying the Nuclear Fun Walk
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UNVEILING NEW LOOK
AYGN unveiled its new branding on the 17th September 2018, with the new logo being
the focus of the organization’s brand identity.
Explaining the new brand, this is what the AYGN’s Head of Communication Committee,
Ms Princess Mthombeni had to say:
The new colourful logo graphically symbolizes all that the organization does already,
and all that it strives to achieve.
Incorporating elements of African landscape and culture, the logo has the image of an
African map inside the globe which geographically represent AYGN’s position in the
world. This also signifies a source of life, vitality and nurturing amidst the beauty of
our continent.

“signifies the source of life,
vitality and nurturing amidst
the beauty continent”

The colour swirls around the core represents diverse AYGN components: bold,
growing, unique and progressing. The atom shape is reminiscent of building blocks of
nuclear technology and the world, underlining the signification of African nuclear
industry identity.
In conclusion, Ms Mthombeni thanked all AYGN stakeholders and partners for the
unwavering support.

BEFORE
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YOUTH VIDEO COMPETITION
Rosatom Central and Southern Africa partnered with AYGN in their 4th annual Youth
Video Competition, inviting African youth to debunk nuclear power myths. “Atoms
Empowering Africa” youth video competition was devoted to the potential of
nuclear power to help bolster Africa’s economic and social development. Students
and young professionals from Sub-Saharan African countries were invited to
participate.
The competition was aimed at encouraging students to do their own research into
various nuclear applications and the benefits they might have for Africa. Young
people were encouraged to film a 60- to 120-second video on their findings.
The highest number of votes were received by three teams: two South African teams
and one Tanzanian team. The top-three videos were determined based on number
of comments left by Facebook users. The winning teams received an all-expenses
paid trip to Russia.
The independent jury also awarded their special decision to a contestant from
Nigeria due to exceptional effort and great attention to technical detail shown in the
video.
The third partner of the competition was South African Network for Education in
Nuclear Science and Technology (SAN-NEST).

Competition winners attending the Annual
South African Institute of Electrical Engineers
(SAIEE) Masquerade Ball in Midrand,
Johannesburg

“competition was devoted to
the potential of nuclear
power to help bolster
Africa’s economic and social
development”

Competition winners at Tomsk, Siberia, Russia
(Pic courtesy of Rosatom)
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ANNOUNCEMENTS

I4N CONTEST
As part of their mission to promote innovation among young people
globally, the International Youth Nuclear Congress (IYNC) partnered
with AYGN to launch the African Innovation, “I4N-AYGN” Contest on
the 23rd October 2018.
The aim of this competition is to encourage and challenge students
and young professionals to be innovative and take charge in creating
sustainable solutions to the problems the world faces.
Students and young professionals were invited (via social media) to
submit their “best ideas” under the following categories:
-

a technological or research project, or

- an organizational or societal project.
Interested contestants were invited to team-up to a group of
maximum 5 people. Entries were submitted via a shared link to the
IYNC website.
The deadline for submissions was 28th December 2018.
The two finalists will be announced during the AYGN summit in South
Africa in October 2019. Prizes include; attending the I4N 2020
contest finale in Australia, mentorship by AYGN and IYNC as well as
a dinner at the AYGN Summit side events.
Ms Everlyne Achieng, AYGN Deputy President had an opportunity to
present the I4N-AYGN idea to over 100 students who attended the
Conference of Enhancing Nuclear Safety, Security & Safeguards in
SADC Countries in Zambia in August. The idea was well supported.

Regional Event Committees:
AYGN Executive Committee (EXCom) undertook a decision to run
the process of electing Event Committees from different regions in
Africa. The aim is for these committees to promote the network
regionally and attract new members, occasionally organize regional
events in co-ordination with AYGN Communication Committee. The
regional committees will also be responsible for assisting the AYGN
EXCom with local contacts for governmental and non-governmental
bodies. Committees will be guided by the AYGN’s Local Organizing
Committee (LOC) Roles & Responsibilities document.
Committees are grouped into four Africa regions; Southern,
Northern, Eastern & Central as well as Western.
AYGN Webinars:
Plans are at advanced stage for the AYGN to be hosting quarterly
webinars on topics of interest to members. AYGN members are
encouraged to avail themselves and take on the topic expert roles
or suggest the relevant person.
Publications:
AYGN EXCom would like to encourage members to write and
publish articles or opinion pieces under their names. EXCom is
available for guidance.

UPCOMING EVENTS
We look forward to the following events:
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1.

A course on Nuclear Non-proliferation and Security for
Women in STEM in Africa, on 11th – 15th February 2019 in
Accra, Ghana. The event is organized by African Centre for
Science and International Security (AFRICSIS) and the James
Martin Center for Non-proliferation Studies (CNS). Four of
AYGN members will attend the event.

2.

Launch of Ghanaian Young Generation in Nuclear. This event
will happen immediately after the above mentioned event in
Accra on the 16th February 2019.

3.

AYGN Youth Summit 2019, hosted by the South African Young
Nuclear Professionals. The event will be held in South Africa
on a date to be confirmed later.

4.

Sub-Saharan Africa Nuclear Summit (SSAYNS) taking place in
Nigeria. Date still to be confirmed. For more information and
sponsorship queries, please e-mail; nigerianygn@gmail.com.
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CONTACT US:
AYGN SECRETARIAT
Mr Raphael Chesori
Mobile: +254 723 964565
Email: rafael@africanygn.org
rachemoi@gmail.com /

AYGN COMMUNICATION
Ms Princess Mthombeni
Mobile: +27 82 384 2144
Email: communications@africanygn.org /
princymthombeni@gmail.com

SOCIAL NETWORK
African Young Generation in Nuclear
@african_ygn

www.africanyg.org
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